VODA
Vorticles of DynAether spiral down into their own self-induced
low pressure eyes causing light gravity time and consciousness. mass is the
gyroscopic stability of the spinning vorticles.
observable light is outward directed vibrations of dynaether spiraling in. so
gravity is dynaether flow and light is dynaether vibration. all is dynaether
flowing and vibrating. consciousness is magnetic thread out of the central
foci of the funnel-like vorticle.
energy flows in as gravity and time and comes out as conscious magnetic
thread and light. all so called particles are just snap shots of the flowing
and vibrating vorticles of dynamic aether.

S3=Vm=(4/3)πT3
this formula for the relationship of time and space refers only to space in its sense as a 3D
volume of mass. an atomic volume. the T term does not refer to time in the ordinary sense of
merely sequences of events or comparing cyclic events to each other, but rather to time itself as
a physical dynamic part of a process as real as light or gravity and even matter. T refers to the
actual part of matter which is the time dimension. T is linear. it is not a duration though it has
duration. it is a length of space defined as perfectly straight in this equation though in reality is
very curved near the surface of atoms and approaches perfectly straight never quite getting
there the closer to the center of the nucleus. T passes the center of the nucleus and continues
back out into space as magnetic field lines.
all volumes which have mass are resolved to spherical geometry before defining time. thus
three dimensions of space easily resolves into one dimension of time: a radius. the surface of
three dimensional space is then curved and two dimensional and so can always be 90 degrees
from the time dimension in euclidean geometry which focuses to a point and with a total of only
three dimensions, two of space and one of time which is spatial. this does not apply to volumes
of space lacking mass. just as there is no gravity without mass there is no time without mass.
thus light is massless and does not experience time and neither does empty space.
however this is just math. time is a real physical dynamic thing though not separate from mass
or gravity. it is not suddenly 90 degrees to space like a sharp corner. it curves down and into
atoms always approaching 90 degrees to the curved surface of space around atoms but never
gets there like approaching a limit in calculus. essentially this is saying that the time dimension
does not need to be 90 degrees from each of the three euclidean spatial dimensions but rather
just 90 degrees to the surface of a spatial volume which is an atom. time is better described as
an inward vector radius of space within a curved two dimensional space which becomes an

ordinary 3D volume of spatial mass when T is its spherical radius. remove T and 2D space is no
longer curved and is light which has only two spatial dimensions.
the space of a mass has 3D volume but can be completely defined using the 2D surface of a ball
with time as its 1D radius. essentially the time dimension becomes a spatial radius that
transforms two dimensional curved space into a 3D volume. math is just simple circular
reasoning for a dynamic process of time which is descent into an atom.
the phrase "vibrating vorticles of dynamic aether" seems to capture all this with such vibrant
clarity i thought i should make a physics conlang term for it: VIVODA. vivoda.
all of matter is nested vivoda. God this is fun having physics finally make sense. so i have to
make up another conlang term and mantra that tonight as i fall asleep:
nested vibrating vorticles of dynamic aether. NEVIVODA. nevivoda.
all atoms of matter are nevivoda.
no one can deny that gravity is real even though general relativity tries to define it as geometry.
we derive energy from gravity all the time in hydro-electric plants like at niagara falls. gravity is
adding energy to atoms all the time so obviously something real is going in there. and some of
that energy has to come out as the vibrations we call light. the rest, the part that makes it down
into the tight quark vorticles, is filtered by those narrow channel funnels and comes back out as
consciousness we call magnetic field lines. but they come out in all directions or we would be
six foot tall magnets, heh heh.
i don't need a physics degree so i don't give a damn if they want to say i am trying to bring back
the old aether. i am not. this is different. they call it quantum foam or superfluid space-time to
save face because dynaether came back with a vengeance as dark energy when the universe
gave modern gravity theory a "4" on the latest cosmic exam by revealing a whole lot more
normal gravity and also repulsive gravity is needed to make modern theory work. of course it's
not repulsive gravity. it is the inherent pressure of superfluid space-time this paper is calling
dynaether. some of my other papers call it darsef (dark superfluid) so it will sound like dark
energy because it is. dark energy is actually the source of all detectable energy and it is all
positive energy because it is real. dynaether. light is just detectable vibrations of it. gravity is
the inward flow of it. mass is the sum of the gyroscopic stability of it as it spins into atoms
which is why gravity and mass vary together. there is no negative energy or negative mass.
where do they get this nonsense? from math of course. the antigravity of slightly expansive
space is just the natural pressure of dynaether just as any fluid manifests pressure.
the use of the word vorticle instead of particle clarifies everything and unifies physics.
they've been calling positrons holes forever. they also call it antimatter and wonder where it all
went because symmetry demands it in their theories. well a hurricane has a low pressure hole
in it just like an electron cloud does. so the low pressure hole in the electron cloud is the

positron and its sitting right there under their noses with dynaether falling through it into a
deeper hole, the lower pressure nucleus. and out of that comes magnetic thread spun into
existence at the point where the extremely slight viscosity of dynaether becomes significant at
the tiniest possible scale of size, probably near or smaller than planck length.
technically i am incorrect about positrons because they are vorticles spinning the other way.
but i am also correct because a positron is just an electron upside down. they don't exist in our
universe and yet they do. we can only look for electron vorticles from the outside of atoms. if
we could look at an electron from inside the nucleus it would appear to be spinning the other
way and for us would be a positron. so the antimatter isn't missing from our universe.
imagining antimatter vorticles are just looking at reality from the inside out which is impossible
except in our imagination.
all atoms of matter are Nested Vibrating Vorticles of Dynamic Aether. NEVIVODA.
mainstream physics makes the mistake of attributing virtually all of causation to light because
electrons jump up and down emitting and absorbing photons. but they are just emitting
vibrations as they jump up and down. the actual motion of dynaether as gravity and time has
very much more causational effect than mere vibrations of dynaether which is what light
actually is. since they overlink light with time they think light causes everything. they also
fantasize time running backwards if the metaphysical c is exceeded. this is magical thinking
through math. for them everything must run backwards faster than this metaphysical limit c
because their math runs backwards. but it is gravity which effects time, not light. it just
happens that if matter approaches c, increased ram pressure from flying into dynaether drives
dynaether down the throats of atomic vorticles. that ram pressure is experienced by atoms as
increased gravity, and that alters time and squashes the atomic vorticle. of course gravity alters
time, it is the cause of time. light is excess energy thrown off in the process and is mistaken for
the process itself.
and of course mass increases with more dynaether ram pressure when approaching c. the ram
pressure spins up the vorticles and since mass is gyroscopic stability of vorticles, mass increases.
and of course it does not increase to infinity as current mainstream theory claims. infinities only
arise when doing naive bad math. matter as nested vibrating vorticles of dynaether going too
fast through the dynaether start spinning and vibrating apart and disintegrate. as they start
spinning apart there would be a mass spike and then a sharp drop off.
a very very slight viscosity of dynaether limits both the motion of dynaether relative to itself and
the propagation of vibrations of dynaether. just as the propagation of waves in the ocean and
the actual movement of water in the ocean are both limited to about 4 miles per hour by
water's viscosity, it happens that the limit on actual motion of dynaether and propagation of
vibrations of the dynaether is about the same speed c. so there are likely pathways through the
cosmos where motion at c is just coasting along, though significant dynaether flows will

generate vorticles and turbulance which is potential matter creation and significant radiation
which is vibrations of dynaether.

